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The sound of rock has been getting a solid instrumentation over the years and the effects of sound have also been reflected into music. This is all thanks to analogue synthesizers that continue to produce sounds that we have grown accustomed to hearing. The popular models are modeled after the Roland SH-1, the Roland System-100 and the EMS VCS-3. All of these have been through a meticulous process of analogue emulation to get them as close as possible to
their original sound. Now, thanks to the DCAM Synth Squad we have a great tool to play these instruments. All three synthesizers use a combination of the Analog Devices AD-908 and 805 chips, allowing you to accurately recreate the sounds of these classic instruments. A digital piano with 16 MIDI channels and a flexible instrument interface that can be connected to any MIDI device or instrument is used to set the synthesis, but you can also use the DCAM Synth
Squad with a USB MIDI keyboard. The three synthesizers are: • The Roland SH-1. This synthesizer was the first to be released and it has remained popular to this day. A digital piano with 16 MIDI channels, a flexible instrument interface and 16 dedicated analogue oscillators make it possible to create a variety of sounds and to avoid the digital problem of the over-complexity. • The Roland System-100. This is a classic instrument and the best of its genre. A digital
piano with 16 MIDI channels, a flexible instrument interface and eight dedicated analogue oscillators make it possible to create a wide variety of sounds. • The EMS VCS-3. This is one of the most popular keyboards in the world. It was the first with FM synthesis and one of the first general purpose synthesizers with a resonant sound. It also has dedicated oscillators and the option to set different waveforms to each oscillator, making it easy to achieve a wide variety
of sounds. Each synthesizer also has a sequencer with eight tracks that can be used for MIDI playback or sequences. DCAM Synth Squad Features: • Three analog synthesizers modeled after classic Roland synthesizers • Fusor application that organizes your instruments into layers • Expected with music programs such as Cubase, Reaper, Logic Pro or any other DAW • Receive the MIDI messages from a MIDI device or keyboard • Supports the Control Change,
Note On, Note Off, Program Change, Modulation Change and Velocity messages • Use the MIDI Control Change to set the attack
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- Original analog voices (FM, MIDI, Analog) - 5 synths (Acoustic Piano, Organ, String Ensemble, Stringed Instrument, Electric Piano) - 5 synths (Acoustic Piano, Organ, String Ensemble, Stringed Instrument, Electric Piano) - 4 effects (Vocal Chamber, Reverb, Delay, Distortion) - Effects (Vocal Chamber, Reverb, Delay, Distortion) - 3 samplers (Acoustic Piano, Organ, Stringed Instrument) - Synths (MIDI, Computer) - Music loops (Organ, Electronic instruments,
Stringed Instruments) - FX (Vocal Chamber, Reverb, Delay, Distortion, Chorus, Ring Modulation) - FX (Chorus, Ring Modulation, Noise) - MIDI (Percussion, Electronic instruments, Chorus, Hihats) - AudioFX (Reverb, Delay, Distortion) - Audio (Natural Harmonics, Efx) - Audio (Percussion, Hihats) - Recorded samples (Percussion, Stringed Instrument, Percussions) - Recorded samples (Percussion, Electronic instruments, Percussions) - Ambiences (Percussion,
Pad, Stringed Instrument, Chords) - Fuses (Percussion, Stringed Instrument, Pad, Natural Harmonics, Violin, Gtr, Organ, Acoustic Piano, Electric Piano) - Recorded samples (Organ, Natural Harmonics, Percussions, Electric Piano, Acoustic Piano) - Recorded samples (Percussion, Pad, Percussions, Chords, Gtr, Guitar, Hihats, Organ, Acoustic Piano, Electric Piano) - Recorded samples (Percussion, Pad, Stringed Instrument, Percussions, Gtr, Guitar, Hihats, Organ,
Acoustic Piano, Electric Piano) - Recorded samples (Percussion, Pad, Stringed Instrument, Percussions, Gtr, Guitar, Hihats, Organ, Acoustic Piano, Electric Piano) - Recorded samples (Percussion, Pad, Stringed Instrument, Percussions, Gtr, Guitar, Hihats, Organ, Acoustic Piano, Electric Piano) - Recorded samples (Percussion, Pad, Stringed Instrument, Percussions, Gtr, Guitar, Hihats, Organ, Acoustic Piano, Electric Piano 77a5ca646e
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- 3 instruments based on the classic ARP Odyssey and Ensoniq Mirage synths. - A fusor application that can organize the sounds in layers in order to achieve a wide variety of audio files. - Acoustics mode that allows you to emulate the classic guitar rig without the use of external effects. - A free version with a few limitations. DCAM Synth Squad is available in version 1.0.0 (iTunes). Music Mojo's Music Production Suite is a comprehensive package of tools for the
production of music from the music player right through to the finished mix. It contains all the essential tools for the production of modern music ranging from electronic music and Hip Hop to Rock and Funk. Music Mojo has been around for a long time and is one of the most well respected music software titles on the market. Sonic Foundry's Advanced Soundscape Synth (AFSS) is a super polyphonic synth which provides a versatile, diverse and powerful
soundset. AFSS is derived from a synthesizer named VooDoo. VooDoo became AFSS as it was growing in complexity. AFSS is a compact, deep synth that provides excellent sound quality for any style of music, from hard core techno, downtempo, hip hop, dance, ambient, fusion, synthwave, ambient house, to your favorite movie or game soundtrack. GoblinX is an all-in-one, cross-platform music creation suite. Built from the ground up to be the ultimate in
simplicity and efficiency, GoblinX aims to make music creation a breeze, without breaking the bank. The first thing you’ll notice is a clean interface with a simple, modern aesthetic. This allows for quick and simple navigation. With four powerful new features you can drag and drop in your media, create stunning soundscapes, sculpt beats, use advanced FX, and explore a complete synth with an intuitive layout. You can access all the tools you need for music
creation in one place, and with the free version you can create an unlimited number of projects. Eufloria is the most realistic city builder available. With hundreds of interactive creatures and interactive plants, as well as a rich, in-game economy, and 3D globe - you will have a busy life! Create your own beautiful city, and enjoy it for years. Play alone or invite your friends, and let them discover their potential. The two players, one

What's New in the DCAM Synth Squad?
The FS2004 Studio's DCAM Synth Squad is a collection of tools designed for professionals that want to play analogue instruments using a computer interface. The package includes three modeled synthesizers that allows you to revive some of the unforgettable instruments. To combine the sounds you can use the Fusor application that can organize them into layers in order to generate high quality sound effects and impressive audio files. Features: SYNTH 1:
Analogue Synthesizer Use of this tool allows you to create unique sounds thanks to its power. It is the ideal tool for all kinds of professionals: sound designers, musicians and many others who want to have an authentic synthesizer. The real time envelope allows you to quickly and easily create new and innovative sounds. You can add a new effect with a simple click and place a low pass filter that can be used in combination with other audio effects such as distortion,
modulation and so on. The sound generators can be modeled, allowing you to mix and combine sounds together in order to create a unique sound that will always fit your needs. SYNTH 2: FM Synthesizer For those who want to produce a unique sound in a matter of seconds, the FM Synthesizer is the ideal tool. The tool can be used to create vocal, string, electric piano, brass and a lot more! The real time envelope allows you to easily and quickly create new and
innovative sounds. It can be used in combination with the filters and effect generators in order to generate a unique and original sound. The sound generators can be modeled allowing you to mix and combine sounds together in order to create a unique and original sound that will always fit your needs. SYNTH 3: Sine Wave Synthesizer The Sine Wave Synthesizer allows you to generate a wave based on a certain frequency. It can be used to create a wide variety of
sounds, from percussive, to string and so on. The real time envelope allows you to quickly and easily create new and innovative sounds. It can be used in combination with the filters and effect generators in order to generate a unique and original sound that will always fit your needs. The sound generators can be modeled allowing you to mix and combine sounds together in order to create a unique and original sound that will always fit your needs. Requirements:
FS2004 Audio Toolbox Audio I/O plugin DCAM Synth Squad Main Features: Analogue Synthesizer FM Synthesizer Sine Wave Synthesizer Layers and Filters Effects Generators Fusor application Real time envelopes Inputs and outputs Audio I/O plugin Play sound samples Audio Toolbox Compatible with FS2004 Sound libraries
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System Requirements For DCAM Synth Squad:
OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64bit versions) CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.13GHz / AMD Athlon 2.4GHz (or faster) RAM: 4GB Hard Disk: At least 5GB free space Screen: 1024x768 (or higher) Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible Input: Keyboard, Mouse Additional Requirements: None Key features: -Real-time single player and online multi-player gameplay
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